I. Review 2004 Program
   - Review entries for 2004, recent trends, and consider impacts on program; review program philosophy embraced last year to make Citation standards true “trophy” standards and how raising several minimums impacted program; reaffirm our long range program philosophy and how plans can be made to ensure program is consistent to our goals for “trophy” catches and conservation; continuation of discussion from last meeting about “kill” Citations for legally caught fish (eg. swordfish, amberjack, etc.) that are currently release only eligible as suggested in e-mail from Ken Neill.

II. Release Program
   - Consider impact of adding releases for all species last year; discuss species which may not be well suited for catch and release due to possible survivability issues and determine appropriate action, if any; possible actions include no change, very high release minimums, no release awards allowed, or some other action; consider letter of Dr. Jim Wright

III. Weigh Station Request
   - Request from Richard Lockhart for Citation registration status for charterboat operators

IV. Barracuda
   - Request for inclusion in Citation program; carryover request from last year

VI. Appeals of Rejected Citations